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Are you ready for a spooky, silly, and slightly scary adventure? Then dive
into Monsters Not for Bed, a collection of rollicking rhymes that will make
you laugh, shiver, and maybe even peek under the bed.

Join a cast of unforgettable monsters, from the mischievous Muddle to the
grumpy Grouch, as they lead you on a wild and wacky journey. With playful
illustrations and infectious rhythms, each poem brings a different monster
to life, revealing their unique quirks and hilarious habits.

Meet the Monsters:

Muddle: A mischievous imp who loves to play pranks and make a
mess.Grouch: A grumpy old monster who prefers to be left alone with his
frown.Nibble: A tiny monster with a big appetite who loves to munch on
socks and shoes.Skitter: A speedy monster who can't stop fidgeting and
zipping around.Ooze: A slimy monster who loves to squelch and slide
through tight spaces.Howler: A howling monster whose eerie cries echo
through the night.
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Rollicking Rhymes:

Each monster comes with a unique poem that captures their personality
and antics. Here's a taste:

Muddle

Muddle loves to make a mess, He spills his soup and drops his dress. He
hides your keys and tangles yarn, Leaving chaos in his wake at dawn.

Grouch

Grouch is grumpy, day and night, He hates the sun and loves the blight. He
grunts and groans and stomps his feet, Making everyone he meets retreat.

Nibble

Nibble's tummy always growls, He eats socks, shoes, even towels. His
secret stash is filled with treats, That he munches down on, loud and
sweet.

Interactive Fun:

Monsters Not for Bed is not just a book of poems; it's an interactive
experience that encourages children to engage with the monsters and their
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rhymes. Each poem includes prompts and questions that spark imagination
and laughter.

Activity Ideas:

Ask your child to draw their favorite monster and describe its silly
antics.

Play "Monster Charades" where children act out the monsters'
personalities.

Create a monster mask craft and have a silly monster dance party.

Educational Value:

While Monsters Not for Bed is primarily a fun and engaging book, it also
introduces valuable concepts to young readers:

Imagination and Creativity: The poems foster a love of storytelling
and encourage children to use their imaginations.

Emotional Recognition: The monsters represent different emotions,
helping children understand and express their own feelings.

Rhyming and Rhythm: The poems introduce rhyming patterns and
rhythms, enhancing language skills.

A Book for All Ages:

Monsters Not for Bed is a book that can be enjoyed by children of all ages.
Toddlers will delight in the silly rhymes and adorable illustrations, while
older children will appreciate the clever wordplay and imaginative



storytelling. It's a book that will be cherished for years to come, providing
endless hours of entertainment and bedtime giggles.

:

Monsters Not for Bed is more than just a book of rhymes; it's a gateway to
a world of imagination, laughter, and a little bit of mischief. With its
unforgettable monsters, rollicking rhymes, and interactive activities, it's a
book that will quickly become a bedtime favorite for the whole family. So,
get ready to meet the monsters not for bed and embark on a wild and
wacky adventure that will leave you smiling, shivering, and eagerly
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